Book 2, Chapter 1
Life 2.
Space Explorer in a Binary Solar System.
Life 2 A life as a space explorer finding plants, minerals and freshwater reservoirs on a base orbiting
the before mentioned planet, in a Binary Solar system (In an accident me and my co-pilot crash
landed on a planet and died there, far away from our home.)
At least two people I know from this life comes from the planet system and were my friends and coworkers as well.
It's now getting difficult because everything thing at that base is hardly something we are familiar
with here on Earth or only a very few of us are beginning to learn about it through our own
experiences.
When I first entered my body and personality in that life I had here, it more or less occurred to me
that it had to be a science fiction and could not be true.
Which made me pull out.
It was to exiting not to know more about it !
The longer I remained in my then present body the more natural it seemed.
I first entered my body as I was a young man about 25 years old, or so it felt.
I was aware of my past as well as anybody else. Meaning I knew who my mother was, who my
brothers were, my childhood, my upbringing, my education and what assignment I was about to
join.
But it was all far behind me and I was eager to head towards my future, which always fulfilled my
needs for excitement, learning, challenge and danger.
I was very happy in that life.
We all knew our history about our mother planet, we could see through the sealing of our Sphere
above as.
The story went: once a major catastrophe hit our planet and make it uninhabitable. That was
several thousands of years ago.
Before it happen several scientists, knew what were about to happen. They were already in space
working with experiments on the base. Seeing what was approaching they decided to save as much
as possible of our planets plant life, animal life and humanity as possible. They were forced to take
hazard methods in use because it was urgent and there was no time.
The base was a natural orbiting object as our Asteroids. It was a gigantic cliff, elongated in form
slowly turning around it's own axis while it traveled around our mother planet.
On this base the scientists already build 3 or 4 Spheres and under them several levels below
ground as well.
There were 9 scientists working together, each from their region of our planet. Eight were men one
of them a woman. As on Earth, humanity had specialized each man and woman was educated in
their special knowledge and served the planet with their special skills. Nobody knew all. But the
scientists knew how to protect life in an artificial environment and what had to be preserved in case
all our knowledge was lost in this catastrophic event.
They brought a chosen scare of animals and human beings to the base, installed them with a
suitable nature environment in one of the Spheres, which now worked as a hermetically closed Ecosystem that copied the life on our planet as well as possible.
There were mountains and valleys, rivers and lakes. Salt water, fresh water, a blue sky and so on.
The people installed here lived they everyday life as they used to, in a protected system until our
leaders could find a suitable planet to re-seed them on.
I on the other hand and all my co-workers, were only there to serve the survival of the planets
humanity provided them with power, fresh water, plants, trees, minerals and other necessaries.
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Our bodies were different from the rest of humanity.
I was bold, I had no eyebrows, I had no eye lashes. My outer ears was a bit smaller, my digestive
system was different. I took a food pill once a day, it looked like something you give your hamster.
In that pill was everything minerals, vitamins, fibers and an anti hormonal stuff to reduce my
testosterone.
I was a man but had no sexual organs. I drank water, fruit, juice and nippled nuts and snacks made
by different delicate natural substances, but I didn't need to do it. Water and food pill was important
but the other things was just something I enjoyed when I was in social circles.
What ever I consumed was transpired out through my entire body surface. I was wearing a dark
olive green uniform, that sat tight as a body stocking. That signified I was a space pilot, an explorer
with special gifts and education. Others wear the same suit, just in different colors showing what job
assignment they had.
My suit sucked up my transpiration and was cleansed regularly while I took a bath. The suit was put
in a flat box, and as the lid closed, it was cleansed with sound. It took less than a few seconds.
It cooled you off if your body temperatures rose and made you warm when the surroundings were
chill.
To the left on my breast sat a name tag. We didn't have names as you and I, my name was a set of
numbers and letters. The first four digits showed who my mother was, the last 6 showed what
assignment I was on.
The last 6 digits shifted all depending who I worked with for the time being. The shifted every time I
went on a new mission. In my groups the others might give a nickname and that shifted as well all
depending on who I worked with.
There were a reason for my body's construction. I traveled through time and space all the time. We
didn't look at it as such but saw it as traveling in different frequencies. We were able to travel 2
frequency up and 3 down. If we had normal bodies as the human race in the Eco-garden we would
burn our hair, and our inner organs would collapse. Even so our organs didn't stand all this travel
through star gates and wormholes for very long. My biological age were limited to what relate to 30
years.
The longer we were on a mission in another space/time the longer we lived. Some of us came
home to base, being on a mission for 6 month and all our brothers and co-workers had long past
on. From the time we were born perhaps 95 years had past, but we have been in another part of
cosmos so our biological age was only six month older, not 65. It's difficult to understand.
We traveled into the past or the future all depending what we need to find.
There were 4 Spheres on the base. Out side Sphere 1, was the landing dock. Here were all our
space ships rigged by robots. As we came home we were transferred through several rooms one
after another. It was a kind of quarantine. Scientists were given us a doctor's examine and every
part of our body was checked for any kind of anomoli, bacteria or virus.
Then we entered Sphere 2. It was here all the elevators going up and down and sidewards was.
There were many levels of rolling streets connected to the elevators. At each level were cabins
attached to them. You just took the cabin available if you needed a rest, a bath or to work in privacy
and peace.
Below this facility were several underground levels, for all sorts of purposes.
To example clinics, schools, kindergarten, museum, laboratories and so on.
Above you just jumped on the elevator as it was moving, you jumped off at the level of your choice
and either jumped the left or right side of the horizontal 'side walks' all depending on where you
wanted to be transported to.
From here you could see through the Sphere sealing our mother planet and sometimes the smaller
planets in our solar system as well. It was build by hexagonal pieces of glass and kept together by a
thin metal frame. The glass was almost unbreakable, it was created by artificial silicon dioxide
(mountain crystal) and a trace mineral of unknown origin. The advantage was that by an
electromagnetic charge you could move the trace mineral to the opposite corner of the molecule
structure and there by make the glass opaque or transparent.
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Sphere 3 was the great hall.
Here we all gathered. It was the heart of our communication center.
At the Sphere sealing to the right was the same glass as before, but here it was like a big plasma
screen, that filled to whole wall or just smaller sections of it.
Some times several sections ran different news broadcastings at the same time. On the floor below
was a bar were there was served today's juice compositions and snacks ! The scientists always
came up with new ideas.
We sat at rounded sofas around low tables in different random form, but always curved and had a
cosy times or held a meeting before a mission.
In the opposite end stood our leaders or what was left of them at a podium in 9 tanks with a secret
fluid. They looked like fish tanks.
Since they were the only one educated to do so, and had all the knowledge how to save humanity,
they sacrificed themselves.
They had their brain removed with their spinal cord intact. On a rod their brains sat in the middle of
the tank filled with fluid, where oxygen bubbled up as in a fish tank. Attached to specific parts of
their brain were plugs and wires that ended in the lid above.
From here they were connected to the great data base. They found out that the brain can live for
ever outside the body and it feels no pain.
Before they entered these special devices their voices had been recorded.
Every time they announced something through the computer, you never saw their original looks but
you heard their voices read messages aloud sounding exactly as the robotic voices we listen to
some times on the internet. Simultaneously a text rolled down a screen.
They called them self the Federation, or the Nine Powers, the Nine Portals and many other names.
They were our government and arranged everything that needed to be done.
Money didn't exist. Power was knowledge.
In Sphere 4 the human races from our planet lived in hermetic closed system, supervised by the
scientists that constantly watched them.
Most of them sat by a panel with many computers and look directly into a cave system they could
monitor and manipulate.
In the cave was a stone table. Every day a group of elders followed by two children entered the
cave which doors the scientists could open and close.
They brought baskets of fruit and vegetables sometimes a slaughtered deer or another animal to
the table. Then they moved backwards out of the cave and the doors closed after them.
Now a tube was shut in and sucked everything up, they had left. It was controlled for bacterias and
brought by robotic devices to the scientists below and they then fabricated food pills and other
goods from it. Small balls of light flew about in nature in the landscape of the Eco-garden. They
registered everything and send it back to a data base. In case some one was not thriving or got
sick, the scientists were in telepathic communications with the elderly and told them have to make a
remedy of plants or advised them a cure. To times they made them dream the solution and in other
cases they send a message as a vision.
The humanity inside this Sphere made their own laws, solved most their own problems and lived in
happiness and peace and had no enemies. They build their own houses, made their own tools,
created art, made music and danced. They had schools and workshops at the level of our medieval
society and functioned well. They were more spiritual and empathic than any people on Earth.
There were a 5th Sphere, it was mainly underground. Only robots worked here. The Cargo ships
loaded their raw material here for further processing.
The cargo ships picked up what we found.
They were so huge they couldn't stay on the base but orbited in space nearby, until they were ready
to go. There were a larger scare of people working on them as they travel through space with
specific coordinates to go and pick what and where ?
They beamed up freshwater, iron, copper, gold, plutonium and many other minerals to sustain life
on the base. Some of the minerals were also used for trading goods we didn't fabricate ourselves.
There were other groups that had saved part of humanity from the mother planet, that lived in large
mother ships. They kept their own order of government and solved problems in different ways than
us. There were no hostility among us, sometimes we worked together on special missions and we
sometimes had visitors over when we celebrated ancient events that had occurred for centuries on
our planet. Like we have midsummer solstice and midwinter solstice here on Earth, we had likewise
celebration days were we got together and partied.
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The cargo ships were in danger of being attacked by other races that were space pirates, so
they were always followed by a special force of an army of Light Warriors.
Their ships were very small and only 2 pilots were on board, they looked very much like the well
known 'saucers' we know here on Earth.
This army never attacked any one, they only protected the cargo ships. They used no technical
devices at all. By their psychic powers they put a shield of protection around the cargo ship and
themselves, as they escorted the cargo ships to their destination and back.
Their ships hoovered by their minds control. The consciousness of the metal alloy was one with
the pilot.
The ship had two poles, and to be correct they were surfing through space like we control a
surfboard or a skateboard.
They lived in their own mother ship and was a spiritual order that evolved out of a religious
branch of warriors from our mother planet. By special training they had achieved highly evolved
psychic powers so they could protect other and defend themselves against any attack.
Since they started as a real army they were called the Army of Light.
The Army of Light was neutral as Switzerland. They did not engage themselves in our choices
for survival, the simply dedicated themselves to protect the human race.
We were not religious in any way. Once there existed many religious movements on our Mother
Planet.
Eventually we evolved and came to a higher understanding.
We did not believe in a God, but came to the understanding we all came from a source spirit
consciousness that gave birth to millions of souls constantly. The individuals souls traveled
through many existences and through many worlds to learn and evolve.
As we knew we were born again into another body, we did not fear death of the body although
we cared about each other and our selves the best we could. When and if we were so damaged
by the work we did that our scientists no longer could repair our bodies, we went into a
destruction chamber that immediately turned our bodies into stardust with no memory or
recollection of it's prior existence. The energy released was added to our otherwise energy
supply.
Our souls were then transferred to young embryo inside a cylinder with amniotic fluid.
We were nursed in a birth clinic by nurses that send us lots of love and care. When the baby
was finished growing and it was time to breath, these babies were taken out and nursed as any
other baby.
When we were old enough we were placed in a kind of kindergarten and later in a classroom like
a school and trained for our adult purpose. I had thereby been recycled into bodies serving my
special task and abilities over and over again for quite many years. When I tried something I had
tried to do in a past life it came back to me in a flash I have done this before, it made very little
effort to catch up with my education program. I did not remember my past lives in their whole but
skills I trained before came easy.
There were women in our section of workers.
There were trained from small for their special task, becoming mothers.
As soon as a girl reached the age were she began menstruating, she was ready for artificial
insemination.
Where the sperm came from I don't know. Who our fathers were, were not important. The DNA
for our special breed came from our mother's mitochondrial DNA.
Therefore your name tag showed our mothers number. Usually children were created in our
mother's womb in pairs, either two, four or six.
I was out of a pack of six boys and therefore had 5 brothers, that I was specially connected to. I
had older brothers and younger brothers but they were not in one mind with me, as powerful as
the 5 brothers I was borne with.
The girls were put in an artificially kind of coma, where they experienced reality in a dream state.
Specific areas of their brain were stimulated so they thought they lived on our mother planet in a
natural environment and had a normal human life.
As the foster grew inside them they were taken out as soon as they could be moved to the
cylinders.
Then the embryos were grown under scientific control and supervision until the grew big enough
and could be taken out and live as a normal baby.
The women constantly were impregnated and lay in a clinic controlled by several machines and
technology that follow their every body function. As they no longer were suitable to be mothers
they went to a destruction chamber and were likewise recycled into a new body as us boys.
It was the female scientist out of the nine, that had decided and planned how the sustain group
as we were, were handled from birth to death serving humanity's survival.
The 'twin factor' was practical, as we boys worked as one mind divided in five bodies.
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I do never forget as I re-lived a period of this life here, when we boys were five years old.
It was right before we had to start our serious training and start school.
An adult showed us around the lower levels, where plants and stuffed animals were stored behind
glass, in closed shelves.
They looked almost colorless and brownish or greenish. The stuffed animals seem to be falling
apart. I believe it was a woman showing us around. In the front of these withered plants and trees,
there were small simple drawings in color showing how they once really looked. This 'museum' was
very old and things did not get preserved this way any longer. But they were kept here because they
were original plant and trees from our mother planet.
We had to pass through this aging 'museum' to come the clinic where she worked as a nurse. "You
now will get to see your mother !"
We were all very excited.
There were plenty of glass walls in there and we could see some tiny babies dangling in the
cylinders.
Our mother lay at her back, with wires plugged to her head where she was partially shaved, the rest
of her hair looked brown and pretty sweaty. I was surprised to see she got eye brows and eye
lashes. Her tummy was swallow up and looked big. She was pregnant.
It was very warm in that room. She only wear a white shirt and had bare legs so we could see how
skinny they were compared to the rest of her body.
Her upper arms were normal size but her lower arms were skinny and her fingers close together
and crumpled in under her arms (her hands looked like chicken feet). It was obvious she had not
been standing up for long nor used her arms for any purposes. The muscles had gotten flat.
"Why doesn't she open her eyes!" my brother wanted to know. "She is kind of a sleep, she is
dreaming she is on our mother planet, in a beautiful green valley, full of flowers on a lovely sunny
day. She can feel your presence, so she is dreaming about you now. And see her eyeballs are
moving under the eyelids she is following you guys playing in the meadow. !" the woman informed.
It was very emotional for me.
I stared at her and thought to her: "Mommy, open your eyes ! See me !
Please open your eyes, look now !"
I held her hand, it felt so weak.
I tried to put her finger around my hand thinking "Hold my hand Mommy ! Wake up, I am here !"
But nothing happen. I felt strongly one with her, but I didn't receive any thoughts back. I really
wanted to cry, but couldn't.
My brothers tried to get in contact with her as well. One of them lay his head on her chest and
closed his eyes. Looked like he try to listen to her heartbeat.
Shortly after we were gathered and guided out the room, it became to over emotional for our
mother, she needed to rest and she was pregnant, so it was important not to get her too emotional.
And out we went and entered into the next room.
That all we saw of our mother for that life.
I tried not to think of it.
I wanted to know if she had blue or brown eyes ? Could she remember me ?
It was traumatizing.
But it was normal procedure. It was the same for every one, when you are five years old, you get to
see your mother for about 12 minutes. That's all.

